
Nova© 
- mains/12 volt 
This double insulated machine designed for the 
farmer/shearer operates at 2800rpm, through a 6ft flexible 
drive. The ultra low starting current makes it ideal for use 
with portable generators as well as mains electricity. 
The Nova has two switches for dual operation and has the 
standard rope on/off switch. The 12 volt version, with 6ft 
flexible drive, is suitable for use with a vehicle battery 
providing total safety and convenience where electricity 
is not available. The speed, dependent on load and battery, 
is normally around 3200rpm. 

® Nexus 
The worlds leading capacitor start and run machine comes 

i "andard speeds of 2800, 3200 and 3500rpm to suit all 
shearing conditions, and shearers ability from beginners to 
experts. 1t can be powered from either a mains electricity 
supply or, due to its low starting current, from a generator 
which makes it ideal for use on shearing trailers. The overd.l 
construction of the Nexus is solid yet lightweight. The motor, 
capacitor and switch are contained inside an impact 
resistant moulded casing. Available witii either solid 
or flexible drives. The solid drive is supplied with 
spline connection as standard and the flexible 
drive has a bayonet connection. 

368 Grinder 0 
This professional double-ended grinder is ideal for the professional shearer or regrind agent. It has 
a capacitor start and run motor (2800rpm). The 368mm aluminium discs are dynamically balanced 
and are fully guarded. The 368 Grinder is supplied with adjustable pendulum, 
portable aluminium discs and clamp plate, emery cloths and glue. 

Adjustable Pendulum 0 
Supplied with every Lister grinder or as an accessory, it is 
suitable for ALL types of sheep-shearing combs and cutters and 
the telescopic pendulum caters for different grinder models. 
The Adjustable Pendulum gives the operator the control to 
grind to particular reguirements. 

i 

Solid and flexible drives 
A full range of solid and flexible drives is available to fit all current 
and most older Lister Shearing Equipment machines. 

Also available 
Portable disc set - This consists of two 368mm aluminium discs, 
contained on a clamp plate with carry handle. 
Abrasive c loths for d iscs - in Grade 40,60,80 and 120. 
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